
IOS ELEGANT

IOS - ISLAND - GREECE

Ios Elegant Villa  consists of a separate 

bedroom and a fully equipped kitchen with 

a stove, fridge and country-style dining 

area.

Max Capacity: 4 persons

Swimming Pool: Shared Outdoor

Total Bedrooms : 2

Total Bathrooms: 1

87 m²

Independent entrance

Panoramic Sea View

4 Persons

2 Bedrooms

1 Living Room

1 Kitchen

1 Bathroom

Daily Maid Service

Dedicated concierge person

Private Parking Area

WiFi

The Ios Elegant is located at Kolitsani between Chora and Mylopotas. Built on a farm in 2008 located on the 
beach, with great view of Santorini. At 50 meters from the villa there are two sandy beaches, which are 
visited only by the occupants of nearby houses. For this reason the area is considered the best on the island 
and was selected by the known painter Gaitis so to build his cottage.

The village is from the villa just 10 minutes walk through a quiet road where you can find everything. Also 
through a beautiful path by the sea you can arrive in 7 minutes at the crowded beach of Mylopotas, where 
one can deal with all water sports or enjoy a drink in a beach bar. While you’re so close to everything you 
think you are far away from everything.

20 meters to beach

1800 meters to Ios town

1500 meters to Mylopotas

3 km to port

2 km to Heli Port

50 km from Santorini (less than 2 hours 

with ferry,30 minutes with helicopter, 1 

hour with yacht).

Please contact us for more informa-

tion & Pictures for this villa.

Overlooking the Aegean Sea from its furnished terrace, this elegantly decorated apartment blends traditional elements 
with modern facilities.

ios elegant 2 bdr villa - ios island Greece

Villa features :

Distances

Services Included Layout

At extra Cost

Location

Ideal for : 
COUPLES

FAMILY

HONEYMOON

GAY FRIENDLY

Daily Breakfast

Transfer from/to port

Car, motorbike & bicycle rental

shopping list

in-villa massage

beauty / personal care treatments

Fitness, Pilates & Yoga courses

guided Ios hopping

diving, trekking
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